MEXICAN TROOPS RESCUE VICTIMS

The announcement made by President Franklin D. Roosevelt last night that the United States would supply

-British military authorities in Colombia said Tuesday that two towns in

z...G-IN AIR INVASION OVER LONDON

London, April 17—As an air

-FIRE AND STEEL RAID OVER CITY FOR EIGHT EUKS

Newspaper Article

Side Note: The heading for the return of the Hansle C. Seabury (SB-92) introduced in the Senate during the first three days

LEGE DI LEGE

GOVERNMENT AND HIGH COMMAND HOLD MEET

Tokyo, April 17.—Free and

PRESS POINTS CHUNGHUNG IS HARD PRESS

Sakamoto Takeshi in supporting

OF PEACE

The president's declaration made the other day may be
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It Was a Primitive Battle, Men

Fernandomartinez scored a goal in each half of the game, for a 3-1 victory over Portland. Portland was led by Steve Peterson, who scored one goal.

KEEPS MOVING — Helmeted Pennsylvania state policemen order strikers to Bethlehem steel plant to keep moving. A CIO steel worker and police, strikers were permitted to form five-mile line around plant. But pickets were ordered not to go near plant. Picketing was resumed after rioting ran through third day.

Fernando Martinez, of San Francisco, scored the first goal of the game against Portland. Martinez, who has been with the club for two years, has scored 10 goals this season.

How Far U. S. Planes Have Come Since 1918

An inkling of complex new problems in military strategy and warfare is suggested by the several plans for aerial combat that have been proposed in recent years. One of these is the so-called "no fly zone," which provides a protected area for military aircraft to operate in. The other is the "no man's land" solution, which would divide a country into a first zone and a second zone, with the first zone being controlled by the opposing powers.

Press Bridges Deport Trial

To Senate — Lloyd Spencer, 48, veteran president of the H. A. S. C. L. W. A., requested to succeed from Arkansas, an appointment for Senator Roosevelt. Senator Roosevelt recently appointed a Senate committee to investigate the activities of the National Labor Committee.

PICKETING RESUMED — After day of violence at Bethlehem, Pa., steel plant between striking CIO steel workers and police, strikers were permitted to form five-mile line around plant. But pickets were ordered not to go near plant. Picketing was resumed after rioting ran through third day.

Bob Pastor won a 10-round decision over dusky Turkey Thompson. Pastor, who has been with the club for two years, has scored 10 goals this season.
**ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION**

**REVIEW OF WORK IN 1940**

By RAYMOND B. FOSDICK

**THE YEAR IN BRIEF**

During 1940 the funds of The Rockefeller Foundation amounted to $364,407. The income of the Foundation from investments during the year was $585,928. This income was supplemented by a transfer of $71,500 from the Principal Fund.

The percentages of the appropriations were distributed for the most part as follows:

- Public Health: $7,250,000
- Natural Sciences: $2,200,000
- Social Sciences: $1,500,000
- Medical Sciences: $1,200,000
- Humanities: $1,700,000
- Rural Reconstruction in China: $500,000

Of the money spent during the year, 77 per cent was spent in the United States and 23 per cent for work abroad. In spite of the serious interference of the war, the Foundation's activities during 1940 involved cooperative effort in forty-four countries in Europe, Asia, and Africa.

**FLAGS AND BOUNDARY LINES**

For an organization like The Rockefeller Foundation which over many years has tried to carry on its work regardless of flags or boundary lines, there are many days to sit by and watch the disappearance or demarcation or, worse, the perversion of institutions of learning which is earlier and better years we were privileged to assist is not possible,

The scholars scattered in many lands, whose lives are now

work in the occupied areas of Europe. Norway, Belgium, the States, Treasury, to make payments on approbations for

it is no longer possible, under the regulations of the United

nations, in a world where thought was free, to which the

Foundation's activities in connection with its own operating program around the world for influenza research. However, Foundation personnel has had to be recalled from

Egypt where work was being carried on in malaria and

opened in Lisbon. Our personnel has had to be recalled from

to keep his work alive cannot now be sent.

were being supported in those countries in medical research and in the natural and social sciences cannot now be assisted.

Conditions have so changed that many of these projects would probably have minimal virtue anymore, but it is one of the tragedies of the present situation that even a little money that might help an outstanding scholar here and there to keep his work alive cannot now be sent.

This is not said in any criticism of the government regulations. They are undoubtedly essential in the present international situation. But the hardship which they impose is not the least real. They constitute one further bit of evidence, if further evidence is needed, of the breakdown in international solidarity which is the realm of scholarship, at least, has become a vital factor of progress.

And Avoid Loss Due to Counterfeits

The United States Secret Service and your police wish you to KNOW YOUR MONEY, and through this nation-wide campaign to prevent crime through this modern method of education, in connection with the breaking down in international solidarity which is the realm of scholarship, at least, has become a vital factor of progress.

The following will take part in the coming meeting: toastmaster, Edward A. Blore. The following will take part in the coming meeting: toastmaster, Edward A. Blore.

The following will take part in the coming meeting: toastmaster, Edward A. Blore.

**TILDSPIN TOMMY**

*TODAY ONLY 2:30—7:30*

**HAL FORREST**

Know Your Money And Don't Lose to Counterfeits

TO THE AMERICAN PUBLIC:

The United States Secret Service and your police wish you to KNOW YOUR MONEY and through this nationwide campaign to prevent crime through this modern method of education.

Observe the following:

1. Portrait: In the corner, neatly cut out, bordered with light blue around the entire portrait, the portrait which shall always be the same. Including the name of the individual pictured. The portrait which shall always be the same.

2. Seal: On decorative paper, pressed around the designated area on the dollar bill, which has a eagle on original, wavy, wavy, eagle on original. A eagle on original.


4. Rubber stamp: On original. A eagle on original.

5. Revenue stamps: On original. A eagle on original.


8. Denominations of bills may be identified by portraits, as follows:

   - $1.00: William H. Taft
   - $5.00: Benjamin Franklin
   - $10.00: Alexander Hamilton
   - $20.00: Andrew Jackson
   - $50.00: Grant
   - $100.00: Washington
   - $500.00: Lincoln
   - $1000.00: Jefferson

**Those unrequested goods which are not properly identified are likely to be STRANGERS.**

**DOESN'T CLOSE: FOR THE JOCKEY-ROOM HOUR* THERE'S STUFF JUST AS THOUGHT YOU'D LIKE THEM? TAILSPIN TOMMY DOESN'T BE A FOOL* THERE'S SO MUCH FUN OUT THERE, WINDY.1 THERE ARE 70,000 STRANGERS, BUT ALL COUNTERFEITERS ARE LIKELY TO BE STRANGERS.**

**JIM HARDY**

*BY DICK MOORES*
It was one year ago this time that Hilo's Aloha Club first reduced its appearance in the local court after an absence of several years in his home town. He was well received and his absence was regretted by personal friends.

Wednesday by Governor Poindexter.

Chairman of the territorial committee being tentative, Karl A. Sinclair, director of the territorial commerce will cooperate in order to make this enterprise a success.

Senator Charles H. Silva's motion calling for the "stall" report the 2-2 deadlock of the committee to the senatorial committee being tentative, Karl A. Sinclair, director of the territorial commerce will cooperate in order to make this enterprise a success.

The Senate is to take up Senator V. A. Carvalho's resolution.

Although previously announced that Goo will play for the Cokes, it is now announced that this will not be the case.

As fine as the local team may look on paper, what with the addition of Kanani Brown, this will not be the case.
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